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Between 1992 and 2011, CSLI Publications published eight volumes of collected papers by Donald Knuth:

1. *Literate Programming*
2. *Selected Papers on Computer Science*
3. *Digital Typography*
4. *Selected Papers on Analysis of Algorithms*
5. *Selected Papers on Discrete Mathematics*
6. *Selected Papers on Computer Languages*
7. *Selected Papers on Design of Algorithms*
8. *Selected Papers on Fun and Games*

Now CSLI has published a ninth and final volume in the series: *Companion to the Papers of Donald Knuth*.

This final volume does not completely stand alone, as the other books in the series do. Nonetheless, it is quite wonderful in its way.

In the Preface, Knuth justifies creation of the present book and the series and sketches the content of the present book.

The first chapter contains “six dozen” problems Knuth has submitted to various publications over the years. The second chapter contains previously unpublished solutions to a few of these problems. The solutions to the rest of the problems have been previously published, and one can find pointers to those solutions in chapter 20.

The next four short chapters are small pieces that did not appear in the first eight volumes. One of these is Knuth’s well-known note on “Teach Calculus with a Big O”.

Chapters 7–17 are transcripts of “conversations” between Knuth and Dikran Karagueuzian (i.e., interviews of Knuth by Karagueuzian). Karagueuzian is the publisher of the volumes in this series. The interviews were done in 1996, which was during the period when *Digital Typography* was being prepared for publication and the completion of *TEX* and *META*-*FONT* was in the not-so-distant past. Thus, there is a good deal of discussion in the interviews about Knuth’s efforts with typesetting and font design.

There is also a good bit about Knuth quite personally. The titles of the interviews are:

- Prizes and Choices
- Printing
- Life
- Printing (Continued)
- Travel
- Why Computer Science?
- Work Habits and Problem Solving
- Getting Started
- Programming and Languages
- AI, Students, Retirement
- Accidents, Planning, Naming

Altogether there are 145 pages of these interviews following the 40 pages of the first six chapters.

In my view, this first part of the book is worth at least half of the book’s price. The rest of the book is perhaps more valuable, especially in the domain of information retrieval for posterity.

The last four chapters are Knuth’s CV; a comprehensive list of his books and their translations; an annotated list of his papers (in three categories: major journal publications, secondary works such as reviews and letters to editors, and works of limited circulation); an alphabetical index of titles of his papers (mostly included in the nine book series), and a combined index (names, topics, etc.) covering the entire nine volume series. The last two of these chapters take up 220 pages.

These latter four chapters, especially the final two, are Knuth’s effort to make his collected papers accessible to future researchers, as well as his effort for completeness and closure on this series of books. (He states that he plans to devote full time to completion of *The Art of Computer Programming*.) Speaking as an owner of the prior eight books in the series, who spent a lot of time searching through them and their individual indexes while researching the content of the 2010 publication of *TEX’s 20th Anniversary: A Commemorative Collection* (http://tug.org/store/tug10/), this overall index is a godsend.

Providing as it does accessibility to the other volumes in Knuth’s series of collected papers, I believe every library featuring books on computing should have this Companion volume, whether or not they have the other books in the series. Similarly, I think every computing history archive should have a copy. Individuals who already have several of the earlier volumes in the series will find value in this final volume in the series. And people who admire Knuth and have collected a lot of his books will definitely want a copy of this volume.

As with all Knuth’s writings and edited presentations and interviews, the non-lists-and-indexes part of the book is fascinating reading. The lists-and-indexes part of the book is up to Knuth’s usual perfectionist standards. I am glad I now have this volume on my bookshelf.
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